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Time Segment Title Synopsis Partial Transcript Keywords

0:25 Introductions We share greetings and Dr.
I wanted to introduce

Cherland outlines how the
you to the two

interview will be done
students...

2:07 Metrics of Interview Dr. Cherland states the date
It is the 8th of April,

and other specific details
2021...

2:24 Verbal Consent Michelle consents about being
Michelle, do you

recording and future uses
consent to be
recorded...

Consent,
Publication,
Scholarship

3:24 Where Narrator
and Family is
From

Michelle shares where she was
So I’m born and raised

raised and where her parents
in South Phoenix...

are from

South Phoenix,
central
Phoenix,
Texas,
Mexican
American

4:07 Childhood Memories Michelle tells us the best and
The best part of my

worst parts of her childhood
childhood, I would say,
is...

Nana’s house,
math

10:17 Experience at
South Mountain
High
School

Michelle shares her memories
I am proud to have

about going to South Mountain
gone to South

High School
Mountain High

SMHS, graduated
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School...

10:34 ACE Program Michelle tells of her
I think I was either the

experience with the ACE
first class or the second

program and how it has
class with the ACE

affected her
Program...

ACE Program,
school, apply,
college,
opportunity

15:17 Most Influential
Person

Michelle expresses how much
I’ve had so many good

her grandmother influenced
people in my life. I

her
would say my

grandma...

Cesar Chavez,
farmworker,
school

16:46 Job Occupations
and the
Experiences

Michelle explains about all her
I was a school guidance

jobs she had and what she did
counselor...

when she had those jobs

Counselor,
dean, assistant
principal,
academy
administrator

22:18 Notable
Contributions and
Their Effects

Michelle explains how
Being part of that

important being apart and there
community and

for her community
listening to our students

Community,
students,
families,
contributing,

and families... listening ear,
voice
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26:26 Knowledge of the
History of SMCC
and People From
There

Michelle talks about what she
I’m familiar with

knows of the history of SMCC
Calvin Goode and how

and mentions who she knows
he helped...

from there

South Phoenix,
resources,
fought for a
community

30:24 Impact of SMHS
and SMCC on
South
Phoenix

Michelle speaks about the
It opens the door of

opportunities that SMCC and
opportunity to all

SMHS have given
students...

Experience,
SMCC

31:12

32:14

Problems in Society
and Possible
Solutions

Improvements in
Society

Michelle explains the
There's a lot of things,

challenges our society is
there's equity, equal

struggling with
access to resources...

Michelle explains how society
Access to education,

has progressed or improved
there's an increase in
minorities...

Equity,
education gap,
support,
collaboration

Education,
body
positivity,
equality, rights
for all

34:21 Advice for Others Michelle shares a word of
I would say if you're

advice and explains how
scared to do something

people could learn from it
then you probably

should do it...

Iron sharpens
iron, take up
opportunities
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36:53 Greatest
Achievement/
Biggest Challenge
and
Supporters

Michelle expresses how much
I would say my greatest

her daughter means to her and
achievement is raising

shares her struggles with
my daughter as a single

raising her as a single parent
mother...

Single mother,
raising
daughter,
working and
going to
school,
connecting
with students,
not easy

41:38 Legacy/Hope for
What Their
Legacy Will Be

Michelle explains how she
I hope my legacy will

hopes her support helps others
be that I supported and

to continue working
helped anyone that
crossed my path...

Support, see
beauty in
them, pushed
and cared

43:02 Conclusion We say our last words, and Dr.
Thank you so much for

Cherland concludes the
making this happen

interview
today...

College in
high school,
honor


